We Specialize In Custom Covers For Step Sections, Regular L’s & Lazy L’s.

(Please use this form to measure your pool for a custom winter cover)

1. When you take the measurements of your pool, take only the inside water dimensions. Don’t include coping or concrete.
2. Draw your pool on the grid provided below and measure the areas suggested in the corresponding illustrations below.

PLEASE NOTE:

When measuring Offset Step Section pools, show how far the step is offset from the corner of the pool.

3. Be sure to indicate the deep end of the pool on your sketch below. It is important that we have this information to accurately manufacture your cover.

PLEASE NOTE: Covers for oval, free-form, or kidney shaped pools will NOT match your exact pool shape.

SUBMIT FORM: Submitting this measuring form indicates you have verified your measurements and the information you have provided is correct. Your custom winter cover will be made to these specifications once your order is placed. Suggested water tube amounts will be provided with quote.